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This column serves as a sort of debriefing of the borderline traumatic confluence of these parallel events. Here I describe the brief histories behind these three collections and how their deselection came to be.
The university where I work began in the year 1923 as a normal school in the middle of farmland. Its library began in this same year on the stage of the local high school with the donation of a dictionary and a Bible. The university and its library still stand among farmland today, but now as a fullyaccredited multidisciplinary college with several advanced degree programs. What had not changed in this time was the collection of the library, which had never been systematically weeded. This collection was, in farmer parlance, going to seed.
Our library had made many modern moves, like a print to digital serials migration and a subsequent creation of new student study and collaboration space. The most daunting aspect was that I (read: Iiieee ) would be partially responsible for the first true substantial cull of a nearlycentury old collection. A collection representing thousands of choices. Choices made with the backing of cumulative years of experience multiple times greater than my full age. In a call range which had been a concern to me for less than a month.
Some pressure was alleviated by the fact that students and faculty in these departments weren't looking as closely at this print collection as they once had. And I had another reason to feel some confidence in this undertaking. Just a couple years prior, I was tasked to dispatch with another wellconsidered, wellloved collection. One I had seemingly no business touching.
My father became confined to a wheelchair in first or second grade after being "struck down," 
